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Abstract—The evolution of telecommunication networks toward5
the fifth generation of mobile services (5G), along with the increas-6
ing presence of cloud-native applications, and the development7
of Cloud and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) paradigms, have8
opened up new opportunities for the monitoring and management9
of logistics and transportation. We address the case of distributed10
streaming platforms with multiple message brokers to develop an11
optimisation model for the real-time assignment and load balancing12
of event streaming generated data traffic among Edge Computing13
facilities. The performance indicator function to be optimised is14
derived by adopting queuing models with different granularity15
(packet- and flow-level) that are suitably combined. A specific use16
case concerning a logistics application is considered and numerical17
results are provided to show the effectiveness of the optimisation18
procedure, also in comparison to a “static” assignment propor-19
tional to the processing speed of the brokers.20

Index Terms—Flow assignment, resource allocation, distributed21
computing, MEC, 5G.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

D EEP changes are affecting the worldwide telecommunica-24

tion infrastructure. New emerging use cases and a mix of25

new and traditional applications require a profound evolution of26

the overall telecommunication network to address the growing27

number of connected users and the ensuing traffic volume. The28

integration of technologies such as Software Defined Network-29

ing (SDN) [1], Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [2],30

and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [3], [4] is leading to net-31

work softwarization, which brings telecommunication networks32

closer to computer systems for what concerns traffic flow man-33

agement and resource allocation [5]. The consolidation of the34

fifth generation of mobile networks (5G) is further strengthening35

this aspect [6].36
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In this scenario, newly developed resource allocation and 37

network control solutions can be based on computationally pow- 38

erful techniques, such as deep learning [7]–[9]. The related prob- 39

lems may have commonalities with similar issues in computing 40

systems and datacentres, and the boundary between communi- 41

cations and computing is becoming increasingly blurred [10]. 42

Typically, general-purpose computing devices are going to re- 43

place special purpose telecommunications equipment and to host 44

multiple tenants that act as Network Service Providers (NSPs) 45

for their fixed or mobile customers that run applications on 46

their User Equipment (UE). UEs may benefit from computing 47

resources that can be partially local, i.e. available on the very 48

same UEs, and partially residing in a remote datacentre or at 49

the mobile edge. Edge Computing resources may be located 50

at micro-datacentres (μDCs) deployed at the access network 51

premises, i.e., in the vicinity of users, in order to reduce the 52

response latency [11]. 53

In this context, distributed streaming platforms like 54

Kafka [12] can be implemented with brokers residing in the 55

network edge and sharing the computational and storage re- 56

sources of μDCs, to support a number of different applications, 57

such as in the Internet of Things (IoT) framework, in logis- 58

tics and transportation, and in website tracking [13]. Typically, 59

multiple incoming data streams1 with Quality of Service (QoS) 60

requirements, e.g., on latency, will be generated by data pro- 61

ducers and distributed to different brokers, according to some 62

criterion. After event storage at the brokers, consumer client 63

applications asynchronously retrieve the data for processing. In 64

a typical publish/subscribe configuration, data is pushed to the 65

broker from the producer and pulled from the broker by the 66

consumer. 67

Many logistics/production processes involve monitoring of 68

goods, especially during the transportation between parts’ 69

suppliers and production sites. Examples of this include 70

manufacturing processes where the final product requires the 71

assembly of many complex and delicate component parts (see, 72

e.g., [14], [15]). In other environments, measurements by mul- 73

tiple sensor nodes are collected and processed in a distributed 74

infrastructure to provide quality control (e.g., temperature vari- 75

ations in the meat industry [16]). The 5G and MEC evolution 76

1We note that the term “stream” is often adopted in the terminology of data
distribution platforms, like Kafka, to indicate a sequence of data packets that
are related to a given set of events of a certain category (a “topic” in the
publish/subscribe parlance). In the following, we will use the terms “data stream”
and “flow” interchangeably.
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Fig. 1. DLPMA scenario with main modules and components (adapted
from [17]; courtesy of BIBA – Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik
GmbH, Bremen, Germany).

allows an unprecedented and sophisticated real-time monitoring77

of the goods being transported.78

In this paper, we consider a general queuing model that79

involves packet-level processing before storage at the brokers80

and we model the incoming traffic generated by each flow as81

bursts of packets. On top of this, we build an optimisation82

scheme for the assignment and load balancing of incoming flows83

to the brokers. Incoming flows are characterised by statistical84

models with much longer time scales than the packet traffic they85

generate.86

The paper is organised as follows. We describe the logistics87

scenario in more detail in Section II. Section III contains the88

mathematical problem formulation, along with the description89

of the control architecture and data traffic models, in the case of90

homogeneous traffic flows. The case of heterogeneous traffic91

flows with different statistical characteristics or performance92

requirements, which may stem, for instance, from data streams93

generated by different “topics,” is discussed in Section IV.94

Section V reports our results obtained by using the proposed95

optimisation schemes and comparing them to a static allocation96

strategy independent of the traffic characteristics. The results97

have been obtained through both numerical evaluation and net-98

work simulation. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.99

II. A LOGISTIC USE CASE100

The specific use case we consider in this paper regards a101

logistics scenario stemming from the MATILDA 5G PPP H2020102

European Project [17], where it has been conceived as one out of103

five different use cases to demonstrate the project outcomes. It104

has been termed specifically “Distributed Logistics-Production105

& Maintenance Application” (DLPMA) use case. It is described106

in detail in one of the project deliverables [18] and its functional107

components are represented in Fig. 1. The general goal of the108

MATILDA project was to deliver a holistic and innovative fifth-109

generation mobile network (5G) framework to undertake the110

design, development and orchestration of 5G-ready vertical ap-111

plications (vApps) and 5G network services over programmable112

infrastructures [19]. Eventually, the specific use case was not113

selected for a final demonstration, favouring, instead, a robotic 114

arm control by the same project partner, but it still represents a 115

good example of the situation we wish to model in this paper. 116

The scenario refers to a transport to be tracked, starting from 117

a supplier and moving to a production facility. The goal is to 118

monitor the loaded goods in real-time, as they are supposed to 119

be very fragile and to need sensitive handling. To this purpose, 120

data from sensors, such as temperature, humidity, and vibrations 121

are transmitted in real-time, as is customary in IoT applications, 122

in order to allow the customers to monitor their goods all over 123

the duration of the transport. At the same time, data are collected 124

and stored at customers’ facilities for further analysis aimed at 125

optimising the transportation process. 126

The data collection process at the application level is im- 127

plemented through a publish/subscribe mechanism provided by 128

a Kafka message broker and a distributed streaming platform. 129

Kafka is the message broker which customers can subscribe 130

to in order to consume data that are produced asynchronously 131

and need to be made available to the various customers. The 132

goods are monitored through the above-mentioned sensors for 133

temperature, humidity, and vibrations. Further, a GPS-module 134

is implemented for tracking. All sensor data are collected by 135

a centre node on board the transport (a producer in Kafka 136

terminology) that manages sensor and GPS data and sends them 137

via 5G to the application modules implemented as cloud or 138

fog/edge services. 139

The DLPMA platform provides various functionalities, such 140

as, among others, real-time data analytics, positioning and 141

housekeeping of goods, also based on offline analytics and 142

past process history, which are all computationally-intensive 143

processes. 144

Without going into details of the platform and of the data treat- 145

ment and formats, we concentrate here on an abstract description 146

of the arriving data streams that must be processed in real time 147

by the analytics module. We assume that a fleet of multiple 148

transportation means generates streams of measurement data. 149

Moreover, actually going beyond the specific implementation 150

considered in the MATILDA project, and with a perspective 151

that addresses MEC applications [3], [4], we also consider 152

a distributed edge computing scenario, where multiple μDCs 153

may be deployed in various geographical zones traversed by 154

the transports, as they move along toward their destinations. 155

These μDCs may be characterised by different computational 156

and storage resources, so that they may provide processing by 157

Virtual Machiness (VMs) at different computational speeds. A 158

μDC can then host different VMs which may act as brokers and 159

also perform computational activities related with data analytics 160

on the received data streams. Kafka actually allows partitioning 161

the data streams among multiple brokers. 162

Quoting almost verbatim from the Kafka website,2 the pro- 163

cess can be summarized as follows: producers send data to the 164

brokers, directing data of each specific partition to the partition 165

leader. The alive servers and the partition leaders they host for a 166

certain topic are discovered by their answers to specific requests 167

for metadata issued by the producers that act as clients. The 168

2[Online]. Available: https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/#theconsumer

https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/#theconsumer
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Fig. 2. Flow assignment problem.

clients can decide upon the choice of the server on the basis of169

a given policy; the determination of the latter is precisely our170

goal.171

For each operational zone traversed, then, we can suppose to172

have the presence of VMs located in different μDCs that are173

available and discoverable to receive the streams generated by174

the transports in a certain coverage area. The on-board producer175

decides upon the assignment of the streams to μDCs and their176

specific VMs; the assignment lasts for the duration of the stream,177

which is composed by multiple batches of measurements to178

be processed regarding a certain product. Then, our goal is to179

provide the producing clients with a policy on the dispatching180

of the various flows generated by the data streams to the VMs181

located at Edge μDCs, in order to balance the load and minimise182

the overall average processing delay, including both stream183

handling for local storage and possible pre-processing of the184

data. We model the incoming traffic flow generated by each185

active data stream as being constituted by bursts of packets186

and adopt a simple but general model for the queuing systems187

that represent packet-level processing. Specifically, we model188

each VM as a processing unit, in front of which the packets189

generated by the assigned flows are queued and served in FIFO190

order. On top of this, we construct our optimisation scheme191

to implement the assignment and load balancing of incoming192

flows to the processing queues, over time periods within which193

they are served with constant rates. The flows originate at the194

transports at random instants, last for a random time period, and195

are characterised by statistical models with much longer time196

scales than the packet traffic they generate. The modelling and197

optimisation problem we consider here is a slight modification198

of the one we treated in [20] in the context of NFV.199

III. FLOW MODELLING AND OPTIMISATION PROBLEM200

STATEMENT - HOMOGENEOUS TRAFFIC CASE201

The abstract representation as a queuing system of our logis-202

tics use case with distributed storage and computation is repre-203

sented in Fig. 2. Each queue corresponds to a VM, residing in a204

specificμDC, that may be equipped with different computational205

resources, depending on its location and hardware configura- 206

tion. For this reason, we suppose that, in general, each VM 207

residing in a certain μDC may have been assigned one virtual 208

CPU (processor) characterised by a certain computational speed 209

(processing capacity). These speeds represent the service rates 210

R(1)(t), . . . , R(M)(t), satisfying
∑M

i=1 R
(i)(t) = R(t), where 211

M is the total number of VMs assigned to our logistic applica- 212

tion, along with a total processing capacity pool R(t). 213

Assuming R(1)(t), . . . , R(M)(t) fixed, we consider each 214

queue with its own independent buffer in stationary condi- 215

tions and so we drop the dependence on t in the following. 216

Incoming flows are distributed among the processors on the 217

basis of coefficients ζ(1) ≥ 0, . . . , ζ(M) ≥ 0,
∑M

i=1 ζ
(i) = 1, to 218

be determined through an optimisation procedure that will be 219

described later; for the time being, they are considered fixed. 220

In other words, each incoming flow is assigned randomly to a 221

processor upon its birth according to the probability distribution 222

determined by the coefficients. The model we investigate in this 223

section can basically correspond to the traffic generated by a 224

single topic. More specifically, we assume that the topic collects 225

measurements that derive from similar sensing devices that 226

monitor the same type of physical quantity (e.g., temperature) 227

referring to a specific application domain (e.g., the monitoring 228

of the meat quality [16] that we mentioned in the Introduction), 229

even if they may originate from different transportation means 230

and even belong to different final users. Therefore, we assume 231

the data being generated by these processes to possess similar 232

statistical features and performance requirements. The case in 233

which multiple different topics can give rise to differentiated 234

flows will be modelled in the next Section. We also remark 235

explicitly that we do not differentiate VMs according to their 236

location in a μDC or another. Each VM represents an active 237

server performing the brokerage and other analytical function- 238

alities that may be required. Obviously, as the transports move 239

across different geographical zones, all parameters in our model, 240

in terms of number of VMs, workload generated by the data 241

traffic and processing capacities being offered, may change. 242

However, the time scales of such changes would be orders of 243

magnitude larger than the ones characterising the data traffic, so 244

that we can consider successive optimisations in quasi-stationary 245

conditions. 246

To clarify the relation between our analytical queueing model 247

with the publish-subscribe mechanism handled by Kafka, we 248

consider in some more detail the data collection process on- 249

board the transports, which will also form the basis for the 250

generation of realistic simulation results to be compared with 251

analytical ones in Section V. Given a set of on-board sensors 252

collecting measurements data that pertain to a certain topic, 253

we assume the data they generate to be collected by a gateway 254

situated on the transport. Data packets arriving at the gateway 255

are aggregated in batches (packet bursts) by a coalescing process 256

before transmission over the wireless channel; this can be done 257

by waiting to collect a certain number of packets before trans- 258

mitting them, up to the expiration of a certain time period, as in 259

the packet coalescing process applied in Green Ethernet cards 260

(see, e.g., [21]). Each time the transport enters the area covered 261

by a partition leader, a new connection is set up, representing 262
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a data stream (flow) composed by the packet bursts of such263

aggregated data source. Given the movement of the transports,264

we assume these traffic flows to be generated according to a265

birth-death model. Thus, the input process to each VM-operated266

server queue at a μDC is composed by the flows assigned by267

the flow distribution policy to that VM, and each flow – that268

remains active for the duration of the assignment, i.e., until the269

transport remains under the coverage area of the responding270

partition leader – carries packet bursts.271

It should also be noted at this point that the traffic characteris-272

tics measured at the sources might be altered before arriving at273

the servers’ queues during network traversal, owing to different274

paths of the 5G network and the relative parameters: delay,275

bandwidth, congestion, slicing, impairments, etc. However, we276

believe that these modifications may be mitigated in the 5G and277

edge computing environment for two main reasons: i) we can278

associate traffic slices with QoS requirements to different topics279

stemming from different vertical applications; ii) being the serv-280

ing VMs situated in edge μDCs, the traversal of switching nodes281

should be minimal. In any case, we believe that the bursty nature282

of the traffic (packet bursts of random length) can be maintained.283

Variations in burst interarrival times and in the first and second284

moments of burst length can be estimated by monitoring the285

traffic arriving at the input to the queues (in the same way286

as the same parameters should be estimated at the sources –287

possible methods are, e.g., those indicated in [22]). As regards288

the effect of mobility, as we divide the territory into different289

coverage areas, transitions between adjacent areas imply the290

re-establishment of connections, and the possible variations of291

the traffic parameters within a new connection can be taken into292

account in the same way.293

We also assume that the packet bursts within each active294

flow are generated according to a Poisson model with Long-295

Range-Dependent (LRD) burst length.3 For each queue i, we296

consider the average waiting time W (i)(a(i)), with input rate297

a(i) = ζ(i)mλβ [pkts/s], i = 1, . . . ,M , calculated according to298

an MX/G/1 queuing model [23], so taking into account the299

traffic generation at the flow level (i.e., the LRD traffic entering300

the queue is the aggregate of LRD traffic streams produced301

by the individual flows coming from different transports). The302

aggregate burst rate is determined by the presence of m total303

active flows, each with a burst generation rate equal to λ and304

average burst length (in packets) β. From classical MX/G/1305

queuing theory, the expression of the average waiting time in306

queue W (i)(a(i)) is given as in formula (1) below (see [23],307

where the expression is derived for the average queue length; the308

average waiting time is then obtained from Little’s Theorem by309

dividing the average queue length by the packet input rate a(i)).310

We have used the notation W (i)(a(i)) to indicate explicitly the311

dependence of the average waiting time on a(i), as defined above312

and, hence, on the fraction of active flows ζ(i)m entering queue313

3For the time being, we do not need to specify the exact probability distribution
of the burst length. As can be seen from (1), the expression of the average queuing
delay, conditional to a given number of active flows that generate burst arrivals
in the queue, depends only on the first and second moments of the burst length
distribution. In Section V, where we will need to generate burst arrivals for
simulation results, we will adopt a Pareto distribution of the burst length with
finite mean and variance.

i; namely, the average waiting time is conditional to the number 314

of flows m – and, as such, may be further averaged with respect 315

to the probability distribution of the flows – and is a function of 316

the parameter ζ(i). 317

W (i)(a(i)) =
ρ(i)2

2ζ(i)mλβ
(

1 + σ2
S(i)/S(i)2

) (
1 − ρ(i)

)+

+
ρ(i)

(
X2/β − 1

)
2ζ(i)mλβ

(
1 − ρ(i)

) (1)

where S(i) is the service time depending on the amount of 318

operations Np to be performed per packet and on the process- 319

ing speed R(i). E{S(i)} = E{Np}/R(i) = Np/R
(i) = 1/μ(i), 320

S(i)2 is the mean square value and σ2
S(i) the variance. ρ(i) = 321

ζ(i)mλβ/μ(i) is the queue utilisation and X2 the mean square 322

value of the burst length. 323

It is worth noting that more general models could be also 324

considered. For instance, if another Key Performance Indicator 325

(KPI), such as the energy consumption, is included to be traded 326

off with latency, the MX/G/1/SET model could be adopted 327

to account for set up times for processor wakeup, as done in [24] 328

and [25] in the case of deterministic service times. 329

The case of flows with unequal burst generation rates can 330

be handled in a similar way if service separation with static 331

partitions [26] is applied: services giving rise to flows with 332

similar statistical nature and similar requirements are grouped 333

into classes and assigned to a subset of processors for each class. 334

More general formulations are possible, as indicated in [26] and 335

as briefly discussed in [20]. We consider this case explicitly in 336

the next section. 337

As the time scales at the burst- and flow-level are widely 338

different, it follows that variations in the number of flows should 339

be considered on a much longer time scale with respect to the 340

timing of events describing the dynamics of packets in the queue. 341

Based on this consideration, we decide to ignore non-stationary 342

behaviours and assume that a stationary state in the queue 343

probabilities is reached almost instantaneously between birth 344

and death events at the flow level. A precise analysis of a 345

somehow related problem, based on Courtois, decomposition, 346

can be found in [27]. 347

Under this flow distribution strategy and homogeneous flows 348

assumption, the same burst generation model holds for the flows 349

assigned to each processing VM. Therefore, we can examine 350

each queue as separate from the others, conditioned to the 351

presence of m total flows in the system, and consider it as an 352

MX/G/1 queue. 353

In order to avoid instability, the following condition must be 354

satisfied for each queue 355

ρ(i) = ζ(i)mλβ/μ(i) < 1, i.e. m(i) ≡ mζ(i) <
μ(i)

λβ
(2)

so that the maximum number of flows m
(i)
max acceptable by 356

queue i is equal to �μ(i)/λβ�, �x� being the largest integer less 357

than or equal to x. 358

This condition also imposes the presence of a Call Admission 359

Control (CAC) to limit the maximum number of flows totally 360

franco
Cross-Out
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acceptable in the system to361

mmax =

M∑
i=1

⌊
μ(i)

λβ

⌋
(3)

By recalling now that the expression (1) of the average waiting362

time is conditional to the number of active flows generating363

burst arrivals in the queue, and that the flows are assumed to be364

described by a birth-death model, we can further average out365

the waiting time with respect to the distribution of the flows. Let366

λf and μf , respectively, be the parameters of the independent367

exponential distributions describing flow interarrival times and368

durations, and let Af = λf/μf [Erlangs] denote the traffic in-369

tensity of the flows. Then, the probability p
(i)
k that k flows are370

active (producing bursts) on the ith VM’s queue is given by an371

M/M/m(i)
max/m(i)

max queuing model as372

p(i)m = Pr{m(i) = m} = p
(i)
0

m−1∏
j=0

(
ζ(i)Af

)j
j + 1

=

(
ζ(i)Af

)m
/m!∑m

(i)
max

j=0
(ζ(i)Af)

j

j!

m = 0, 1, . . . ,m(i)
max (4)

Thus, we can write373

W
(i)

=
1(

1 − p
(i)
0

) m
(i)
max∑

m=1

p
(i)
k W (i)

(
ζ(i)mλβ

)
(5)

for the average delay per queue with respect to the total number374

of flows and considering the presence of at least one active flow375

at the ith VM, and376

W =
M∑
i=1

W
(i)
ζ(i) (6)

for the total average delay over all flows.377

The upper limit of the sum in (5) is necessary as a consequence378

of condition (2).379

There is a final condition to be accounted for. From (4), the380

blocking probabilities of each VM are given by381

P
(i)
B = p

(i)

m
(i)
max

=

(
ζ(i)Af

)m(i)
max

/m
(i)
max!∑m

(i)
max

j=0
(ζ(i)Af )j

j!

i = 0, 1, . . . ,M (7)

The blocking probabilities are required to be less than a given382

threshold PB , assumed to be the same for all VMs. Then, an383

optimisation problem can be posed for the selection of the traffic384

spreading coefficients as385

min
ζ(1)≥0,...,ζ(M)≥0∑M

i=1 ζ
(i)=1

P
(1)
B ≤PB ,...,P

(M)
B ≤PB

W (8)

IV. FLOW MODELLING AND OPTIMISATION PROBLEM386

STATEMENT - HETEROGENEOUS TRAFFIC CASE387

In the case in which data streams are characterised by dif-388

ferent statistical parameters in terms of average flow and burst389

generation rates, and/or average flow duration, burst length, and 390

amounts of operations per packet, and, possibly, by different 391

performance requirements, the flow model would correspond, 392

in general, to a stochastic knapsack [26], [28]. As suggested 393

in [26] and already anticipated in the previous Section, in this 394

case the most advisable and manageable model is that of Ser- 395

vice Separation, whereby only flows with the same statistical 396

characteristics and performance requirements are multiplexed 397

together and feed the same queue for the VM they are assigned 398

to, with their bursts. A reasonable way of handling the allocation 399

of resources in this case consists of grouping flows with similar 400

characteristics into classes and to perform per-class resource 401

assignments. Here again, for the reasons recalled in Section III, 402

where we have mentioned possible modifications in the statis- 403

tical characteristics of the traffic caused by network traversal, 404

the classification (and traffic parameters’ estimation) should be 405

performed at the entrance of the specific VM queues. 406

Then, let us consider having K such classes and let λ(k) be 407

the packet generation rate, β(k) the average burst length, and 408

Np
(k)

the average number of requested operations characteris- 409

ing class-k packets. The overall processing capacity resource 410

pool of R units can be partitioned into K groups, with Rk 411

units assigned to the k-th group, k = 1, . . . ,K, according to 412

some criterion. In particular, let θ(k)(m(k)) be a function that 413

represents the minimum processing capacity that is required to 414

satisfy packet-level QoS requirements for m(k) active class-k 415

flows, whose generated packets are multiplexed in the same 416

buffer. We consider here the simplest possible class of strategies 417

for resource allocation which, by following [26], is termed 418

Service Separation with Static Partitions (SSSP); in particular, 419

we consider the Complete Partitioning (CP) case, defined as 420

follows. 421

Let R1 > 0, . . . , RK > 0, with R1 + · · ·+RK = R, be a 422

partition of the total processing capacity and letR(k) denote now 423

the processing capacity dedicated to serve the buffered packets of 424

class k, with E{S(k)} = 1/μ(k) = Np
(k)

/R(k), k = 1, . . . ,K. 425

Consequently, under CP, an arriving class-k flow is admitted 426

iff 427

θ(k)(m(k) + 1) ≤ Rk (9)

with θ(k)(·) corresponding to the following criterion: 428

θ(k)(m(k)) = min{0 < R(k) ≤ Rk : W (k)(m(k)) ≤ Ŵ (k)}
(10)

where 429

W (k)(m(k))=
ρ(k)2

2m(k)λ(k)β(k)
(

1+σ2
S(k)/S(k)2

)(
1−ρ(k)

)

+
ρ(k)

(
S(k)2/β(k) − 1

)
2m(k)λ(k)β(k)

(
1 − ρ(k)

) (11)

with 430

ρ(k) =
m(k)λ(k)β(k)

μ(k)
=

m(k)λ(k)β(k)Np
(k)

R(k)
(12)

Ŵ (k) being a desired upper bound on the average delay of class-k 431

packets. 432
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TABLE I
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE MODEL’S PARAMETERS

Conditions W (k)(m(k)) ≤ Ŵ (k), for k = 1, . . . ,K, define433

the so called “feasibility region” or “schedulable region,” i.e.,434

the region in the space of traffic loads m(k)λ(k)β(k) [pkts/s]435

(or m(k)λ(k)β(k)Np
(k)

“computational units”/s) of all classes436

within which the desired packet-level QoS requirements are437

satisfied. It is worth noting that in all cases, like the present one,438

where an analytical model is available, the feasibility region un-439

der Service Separation is easily computable. In other words, the440

availability of an analytical packet-level model makes relatively441

easy to define an analytically expressible packet-level criterion442

and naturally lends a notion of capacity of the underlying sta-443

tistical multiplexer which allows a clear definition of the region444

over which the flows of the various classes can range.445

Given the presence of a CAC, there is, actually, another446

performance index that might become of interest in this case:447

the blocking probability of flows, also identified as Grade448

of Service (GoS). In the CP case, the blocking probabilities449

at individual queues are easily calculated, similarly to what450

has been done in the preceding section: the queuing model451

outlined above for the flow level would indeed be of type452

M/M/m
(k)
max(Rk)/m

(k)
max(Rk), m

(k)
max(Rk) being the maxi-453

mum number of acceptable flows as a function of Rk454

m(k)
max =

⌊
μ(k)

λ(k)β(k)

⌋
=

⌊
R(k)

Np
(k)

λ(k)β(k)

⌋
(13)

The blocking probabilities so just correspond to the Erlang B455

formula456

P
(k)
B (Rk) = EB

[
A

(k)
f ,m(k)

max(Rk)
]

=

(
A

(k)
f

)m
(k)
max(Rk)

/m
(k)
max(Rk)!

∑m
(k)
max(Rk)

j=0

(
A

(k)
f

)j

j!

(14)

Then, a general optimisation criterion at the flow level can be457

that of minimising an overall index of the typePB(R1, . . . , RK)458

=
∑K

k=1 P
(k)
B (Rk), or Pmax

B (R1, . . . , RK) = maxP
(k)
B (Rk),459

k = 1,..., K, with respect to the number of active processors and460

their allocation among classes, under given low-level constraints461

on delay and, possibly, on power consumption, if we want to add462

this KPI to the optimisation, by suitably changing the queuing463

models. In our numerical results in the next Section we will464

adopt the first criterion, i.e., we will seek465

min
R1>0,...,RK>0∑K

j=1 Rj=R

PB(R1, . . . , RK) (15)

It is worth noting that CP is a simple resource allocation strat-466

egy for the minimization of a flow-level criterion like the average467

or the maximum blocking probability, where the functional form 468

of the strategy is fixed a priori, and the optimisation problem be- 469

comes a parametric one like (15). Its rationale relies principally 470

on the fact that it allows excluding portions of the feasibility 471

regions where a certain class might be greatly privileged with 472

respect to the others. 473

Other choices are possible and are extensively discussed 474

in [26]. In general, the optimum (unconstrained) functional form 475

of the resource allocation strategy is difficult to obtain, though 476

some properties that allow restricting it can be found [29], [30]. 477

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 478

We present and comment here numerical results for the 479

evaluation of the proposed method. They have been obtained 480

by using the optimisation tools available in the Python library 481

Scipy,4 and, in particular, the SLSQP (Sequential Least SQuares 482

Programming) optimisation method. 483

Table I summarises the numerical values of the considered 484

reference scenario. 485

We have assumed a continuous approximation of the burst 486

length, with a Pareto distribution with location parameter δ = 1 487

and shape parameter α = 3. Besides, we have assumed a Pareto 488

distribution of the service time of each VM with shape parameter 489

α(i) and location parameter δ(i) as reported in Table I. 490

A. Homogeneous Traffic Case 491

Different tests have been performed. Their aim was to set 492

the ζ(i) values in order to minimise the total average delay W 493

over all traffic flows by considering the problem defined in (8). 494

The proposed strategy has been assessed in different traffic flow 495

conditions and with a different number of VMs in the scenario. 496

Figs. 3 and 4 show the values of the coefficients ζ(i) obtained 497

as the output of the optimisation tool considering a different 498

number of VMs (M ) from 2 to 5 and by varying the burst arrival 499

rate λ in the range [5,100] with discrete steps of 5 bursts/s and 500

the flow traffic intensity Af in the same range, respectively. 501

In both cases, the parameters R(i), μ(i), δ(i), S(i)2, and σ2
S(i) 502

will assume numerical values in accordance with the related 503

equations in Table I. 504

The trends of the coefficients ζ(i) show that at high traffic 505

the proposed strategy tends to distribute the incoming traffic 506

flows to all the available VMs proportionally to their processing 507

speeds R(i). Indeed, at higher λ and Af values, each ζ(i) 508

gets closer and closer to a sort of asymptotic value which is 509

R(i)/
∑M

j=1 R
(j). Instead, at low traffic, the proposed strategy 510

steers higher percentages of incoming traffic flows than the 511

4www.scipy.org
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Fig. 3. Values of the coefficients ζ(i) obtained by considering different numbers of VMs M from 2 to 5 and varying the value of λ in the range [5,100] [bursts/s].

Fig. 4. Values of the coefficients ζ(i) obtained by considering different numbers of VMs M from 2 to 5 and varying the value of Af in the range [5,100] [Erlang].
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Fig. 5. Total average delay over all traffic flows W obtained by considering different numbers of VMs M from 2 to 5 and varying the value of λ in the range
[5,100] [bursts/s]: comparison among the four considered cases (dynamic vs static choice and optimisation tool vs network simulator).

related asymptotic values to the VMs with higher processing512

speed. The main reason is that when λ and Af are small, the513

queues of the “fastest” VMs do not increase significantly. They514

are almost able to process each single burst before the arrival of515

the next one, so they are almost always the best choice to reduce516

the obtained delay. In the extreme case that the processing speed517

of one VM is higher than the arrival rate of the corresponding518

bursts, the VM’s buffer will be always almost empty and the519

presence of other VMs would not give additional benefits to the520

system in terms of lower delay. This aspect is also the reason why521

the system automatically and gradually “enables” more VMs522

with increasing values of λ and Af . This behaviour can be seen523

by looking at Figs. 3 and 4 with M greater than 2, up to the case524

when even the highest considered values of λ and Af are not525

high enough to let the system “enable” the “slowest” VM (with526

M = 5).527

Concerning the total average delay over all traffic flows W ,528

i.e., the performance index to be minimised, we decided to529

compare the results obtained by using the optimisation tool with530

others obtained through a more realistic network simulation. We531

used the software Network Simulator 3 (NS3) to simulate the532

scenario depicted in Fig. 1. In detail, we simulated a network533

composed of 10 moving trucks as data sources generating data534

flows and, within each of them, burst data packets with the same535

statistical distributions and the same numerical values reported536

in Table I.537

Fig. 5 shows the W values obtained with different numbers538

of VMs M from 2 to 5 and by varying the burst arrival rate λ539

in the range [5,100] [bursts/s] with discrete steps of 5 bursts/s.540

Each shown value is a mean value obtained by executing the541

same simulation for 20 rounds. The four trends are related to:542

� Dynamic Choice: the coefficients ζ(i) are dynamically 543

computed by considering the optimisation problem defined 544

in (8) and the results obtained through the Python-based 545

optimisation tools. 546
� Static Choice: the coefficients ζ(i) are statically set de- 547

pending only on the processing speeds R(i), i.e., ζ(i) = 548

R(i)/
∑M

j=1 R
(j), and the results obtained through the 549

Python-based tools, by using analytical calculations. 550
� Dynamic Simulation: coefficients ζ(i) dynamically 551

computed but results obtained through the network 552

simulator. 553
� Static Simulation: coefficients ζ(i) statically set but results 554

obtained through the network simulator. 555

The obtained total average delay grows with increasing λ. 556

The difference between the two considered strategies decreases, 557

which is due to the trend of the values of coefficients ζ(i) 558

exhibited in the optimisation procedure. At low traffic, the ζ(i) 559

values set with the static choice differ from the ones set with the 560

dynamic choice. At high traffic, the static values converge to the 561

asymptotic values of the dynamic and traffic-dependent choice, 562

and so theW trends get closer to each other. The results obtained 563

by using the optimisation tool and the network simulator follow 564

the same trend with a deviation within ±5%, confirming the 565

reliability of the proposed model also in a more realistic test 566

environment. 567

Other tests have been performed with constant λ = 10 568

[bursts/s] by varying the traffic intensity of the flows Af in the 569

range [5,100] [Erlangs] with discrete steps of 5 Erlangs. Results 570

have been obtained in the four considered cases and are shown 571

in Fig. 6. Their trends are similar to the ones obtained changing 572

the λ values for the same reason. 573
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Fig. 6. Total average delay over all traffic flows W obtained by considering different number of VMs (M ) from 2 to 5 and changing the value of Af in the
range [5,100] [Erlangs] to the maximum possible value to have a feasible solution: comparison among the four considered cases (dynamic vs static choice and
optimisation tool vs network simulator).

Unpleasantly, we were not able to retrieve any real data traces574

from a real case logistic scenario to test our model by using real575

data flows as input. However, we tried to overcome this issue by576

using a hybrid approach based on both the optimisation tool and577

the network simulator. At the first step, we used the simulated578

network configuring the data sources to generate packets with579

different statistics than the ones considered in the analytical580

model. In detail, we considered a variable number of moving581

trucks, each of them equipped with a variable number of different582

sensors that generate one data packet every 10 seconds. Each583

truck moves within a predefined urban scenario, as shown in584

Fig. 7, from a point A, representing the truck storage station,585

to a point B, representing its arrival point, such as a shop or a586

warehouse. All trucks start their journey from the same point A587

but each of them has a different destination point B.588

All trucks do not become active and moving at the same589

time, but they subsequently leave point A every 300 [s] to reach590

their unique destinations. All paths have different length and the591

measured average time the trucks need to reach their destinations592

is 3000 [s]. In this way, each truck represents a traffic flow593

that is active only while the truck is moving, and so 300 and594

3000 [s] are the flow interarrival time and the average flow595

duration, respectively. The scenario is also composed of a node596

representing a terrestrial and fixed gateway to collect the packets597

from all the trucks and a node representing the μDC system598

where the packets are processed. All trucks aggregate a certain599

and fixed amount of packets generated by each on-board sensor600

before transmitting them to the gateway. In this way, we obtained601

that different packet bursts are affected by different generation602

delays, mainly related to the time to wait inside the truck before603

transmission and to the different propagation times due to the604

different distances between truck and gateway. After this step,605

Fig. 7. Example of the considered urban map within the network simulator.

we measured the numerical values of the model’s parameters, 606

such as the queue service time and related statistics, directly 607

within the simulator, and we used these measured values as input 608

to the optimisation tool to assess the feasibility of the proposed 609

approach even in case of a different and more realistic traffic 610

flow configuration. 611

Figs. 8 and 9 compare the results in terms of the Total 612

Average Delay measured within the network simulator and the 613
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Fig. 8. Total average delay over all traffic flows W obtained by considering different number of VMs (M ) from 2 to 5 and changing the number of vehicles
within the considered network from 10 to 100: comparison among the results obtained with the optimisation tool and the network simulator.

Fig. 9. Total average delay over all traffic flows W obtained by considering different number of VMs (M ) from 2 to 5 and changing the number of sensors within
each vehicle of the considered network from 10 to 50: comparison among the results obtained with the optimisation tool and the network simulator.

ones computed by the optimisation tool. We made different tests614

by changing the number of trucks in the network from 10 to 100615

with 10 trucks steps, 10 sensors per truck, and the number of616

sensors within each truck from 10 to 50 with 5 sensors steps, 10617

trucks in the network, in order to analyse which is the impact on618

the obtained performance with modifications that affect multiple619

and different parameters of the proposed model.620

These data further confirm the reliability of the proposed621

model showing a deviation between the results obtained with the622

network simulator and the optimisation tool set with the statistic623

information measured within the simulator within ±10%.624

B. Heterogeneous Traffic Case 625

An additional analysis has been performed by considering 626

the presence of traffic flows with different statistical character- 627

istics. In this case, the overall available computational capac- 628

ity R = 8, 000, 000 [opers/s] is divided into K computational 629

resource units with capacity Rk properly sized to minimise 630

the mean (over the classes) blocking probability. Results have 631

been obtained by changing two of the traffic flow parameters. 632

In detail, Figs. 10 and 11 show how the Rk values change by 633

varying the number of considered traffic flow classes K along 634

with λ and Af values of one of the classes, while keeping 635
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Fig. 10. Processing capacity of the traffic flow classes obtained by considering different number of classes K from 2 to 5 and changing the value of λ of the first
class in the range [5,100] [bursts/s].

Fig. 11. Processing capacity of the traffic flow classes obtained by considering different number of classes K from 2 to 5 and changing the value of Af of the
first class in the range [5,100] [Erlangs].
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Fig. 12. Sum of blocking probabilities PB(R1, . . . , RK) obtained with K = 4 and K = 5 and varying the value of λ in the range [5,100] [bursts/s] and the
value of Af in the range [5,100] [Erlangs].

TABLE II
NUMERICAL VALUES OF λ WITH HETEROGENEOUS FLOWS (WITH FIXED

Af = 10 [ERLANGS])

TABLE III
NUMERICAL VALUES OF Af WITH HETEROGENEOUS FLOWS (WITH FIXED

λ = 10 [BURSTS/S])

the other ones fixed. Tables II and III show the values set for636

these two parameters in the performed tests with different K637

values. The values of the other variables have been kept as638

indicated in Table I, where the index i, i = 1, . . . ,M , would be639

now substituted by the index k, k = 1, . . . ,K, ranging over the640

classes.641

The results obtained in the tests with heterogeneous traffic642

flows confirm the same trend shown in the previous results643

and the validity of the proposed solution. When the flow traffic644

intensity or the burst generation rate of one class increase, the645

system automatically allocates a bigger portion of the overall646

available computational resources to that class, consequently647

lowering the other classes’ portions accordingly.648

Fig. 12 shows the trends of the sum of the blocking proba-649

bilities of all K classes PB(R1, . . . , RK) obtained with K = 4650

and K = 5 and by varying λ and Af values of the first class in651

the same range as in all previous results, while keeping fixed the652

other classes’ values as reported in Tables II and III.653

The PB(R1, . . . , RK) results show increasing trends by in-654

creasing both considered λ and Af values, which is in line with655

what expected, i.e., with higher traffic also the probability that656

the system will not be able to satisfy all the incoming flows is657

higher. We decided to show only the results obtained withK = 4658

and K = 5, because the ones obtained with K = 2 and K = 3659

assume values too low to be significant.660

VI. CONCLUSION 661

The advent of 5G and MEC has enabled much greater ca- 662

pabilities for real-time monitoring and optimisation in many 663

application areas, including logistics and transport. Leverag- 664

ing on these technologies, we have considered an optimisation 665

problem for the dispatching of analytic and decision support 666

calculations in μDCs located at the edge (access and backhaul 667

networks). The considered system is based on IoT real-time 668

data collected by a set of goods being transported from supply 669

centres to production facilities. Our emphasis has been centred 670

on the operational complexity, represented by the statistical 671

distribution of the number of operations per second to be 672

performed on the data, and on the statistical nature of the network 673

traffic generated by sensor measurements. We have defined two 674

optimisation problems based on this modelling scheme, aimed 675

at minimising the overall average delay in the system’s response. 676

The models stem from a real transportation scenario which has 677

been derived from one of the MATILDA project’s use cases. 678

Results obtained through a numerical evaluation have shown a 679

reasonable behaviour of the optimised solution based on the 680

model’s parameters, which is also confirmed by the results 681

obtained by using a network simulator. Future work will consider 682

the identification and adaptation of the network simulator on the 683

basis of measurements derived from real sensor-generated data. 684
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